




Water Resistance 

Your watch is water resistant up to the depth indicated on the back of the case. To 
ensure water resistance before immersing your watch in water please be certain that:


• The crown is pushed completely against the case. 

Although our watches are designed and built so that they can be used even when 
submerged in water we recommend that you do not trigger the crown when the watch 
is underwater as the internal gaskets may be damaged by hits or corrosive substances 
(not visible to the bare eye) leading to water or humidity infiltrations inside the case and  
movement. After using the watch in salt water, rinse it with fresh water at room 
temperature.


Luminous 

The luminous featured in our watches, unlike that of other brands, is made of non-
radioactive material and glows only if the pigments have been fully activated so that 
they emit light for about 5 hours with a descending performance. Best results are 
achieved with sunlight or blue-white artificial lamps. For example, if a watch is 
permanently covered by the shirt-sleeve it has a weak activation, and little light is 
emitted in the dark.


Shocks 

Avoid any kind of shocks whether physical or thermal to your watch Do not expose it 
to temperatures higher than 60°C or 140°F and lower than 0°C or 32°F.


Magnetic fields 

Avoid placing the watch near loudspeakers or other apparatuses generating magnetic 
fields like smartphones or radio receivers.

Cleaning 

To maintain the brightness of your watch, your bracelet and rubber strap, do not use 
abrasive materials for cleanings. Wash them with a soft brush, lukewarm water and 
neutral soap, then rinse with tap water and dry with a soft microfiber cloth. Avoid direct 
contact with detergents, perfumes, cosmetics, solvents, etc., since they may damage 
the case gaskets, the strap or the bracelet.




Leather straps 

Our leather straps are produced from only the best quality leather, and only from 
leather of animals raised in captivity, not from protected wild species. The leather we 
use has been produced from natural methods and do not contain any toxic 
compounds. In order to preserve the beauty and condition of your strap for as long as 
possible we recommend:

• Do not to immerse the strap in water. 

• Avoid prolonged exposure to intense sunlight or spot lights to prevent the color from 
fading. 

• Avoid contact with greasy substances, creams and cosmetic products. 
• Clean it periodically with a soft brush or a soft cloth. 

Overhaul and After Sale Service 

Your watch is a mechanical watch and like all sophisticated mechanisms it needs a 
periodical overhaul. To maintain the efficiency and precision of your Minimax watch we 
suggest you submit the watch for an annual check-up covering mechanical functions 
and water-resistance. Preferably take your watch to a Minimax Authorized Retailer, if 
there are no retailers in your area please choose a service center competent in 
mechanical movements. The number of complete overhauls depends on the model, 
the climate, the usage, and also on the owner’s individual care. As a general rule, your 
watch should be serviced every five years. For servicing we recommend to submit the 
watch to a Minimax Service Center or one that is equally equipped with the necessary 
tools to carry out the work according to strict Minimax quality standards.

Date Functions 

Analogue display: hours, minutes and seconds, date display in window. The crown has 
different positions to wind the watch, set the date and time. You will feel the clicks 
when changing positions.


Crown’s positions 
1. Winding/Wearing position.

2. Quick date correction.

3. Time setting, optimal seconds stop.




Time setting 

By turning the crown in position 2 set the date one day before the actual date.


Warning: To avoid damage to the calendar mechanism, never use the quick date 
correction when the watch’s hands are between 8:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m. 

Move the crown to position 3 and set the time by turning the hands clockwise; turn the 
hands past midnight until the actual date appears and then set the time. Of course, if you 
set an afternoon time the hands must first pass noon. Now date and time are set correctly.


Technical Control 

A refined mechanical watch is made up of hundreds of extremely precise metal 
components, assembled into a sophisticated and harmonious mechanism. Although 
the work on each mechanism is not completed until reaching full precision, the nature 
of the diverse metals (that change sizes according to diverse temperatures), the 
friction of the lubricants (that vary in their function according to humidity, their 
position, and other environmental factors), continuously influence the precision of the 
running of your watch. Centuries of study and research of Swiss watchmaking have 
contributed to the continuous improvement from the materials and the production 
processes which today have reached the results with the precision and reliability 
which at one time was impossible. Over two centuries of research and study, and 
most recently the introduction of innovative materials have enormously reduced the 
influence of these phenomena, but they continue to set a persistent natural limit, 
posing a constant challenge for prestigious watch manufacturers. The results of this 
goal are the numerous tests carried out on every Minimax timepiece before it leaves 
the factory. As a result of this continuous and enthusiastic research, a number of tests 
are performed on your Minimax mechanical watch. True to company tradition, the 
watch is kept for an entire week under similar conditions of temperature, pressure 
and humidity that occur during everyday use and changes of function are recorded 
for each of the different positions most commonly encountered when a watch is worn 
on the wrist.



To enable a thorough and exhaustive technical analysis to each Minimax watch, the 
data is reported in the “Technical Control” where the results recorded in the main 
positions under the conditions of temperature, humidity and pressure reported are 
indicated as follows:


• The conditions of temperature, humidity, and pressure. 
• The precision recorded during the tests that must be always between -0 and +30 

seconds /day when the watch is completely winded and also after 24 hours of 
running. 

The oscillations of the balance wheel must always be between 200 and 315 degrees. In 
addition to these variables, the watch’s precision is also influenced by your lifestyle. On 
the wrist of a very active, exuberant and strongly gesticulating person a watch runs at 
a higher mainspring tension during the day compared to that of a rather calm and less 
active person. For an ideal synchronization, we advise our customers to initially wear 
their watch for at least 14 hours a day over a period of one month, in order to 
acclimatize it and establish a reliable benchmark as to how the movement of your 
watch is influenced by your personal daily life. In order to achieve an optimal set-up of 
your Minimax, you should briefly record any changes in precision on a weekly basis, 
always using the same time signal reference. By reporting this data to your Minimax 
dealer or to an Minimax Service Center, well-trained attentive staff will adjust the 
movement of your watch and adapt it to your personal life style.


Attention to Detail 

It is recommended to clean light fingerprints and smudges on your watch with a clean 
soft microfiber cloth, included with your watch at the time of purchase. Using this cloth 
will keep polished surfaces from getting scratched. 


